Introduction
============

Trauma injuries are a significant cause of morbidity and disability, effecting quality of life as well as causing a financial and physical burden, with extremity injuries making up a significant majority [@B1]-[@B4]. Importantly, complications associated with extremity trauma continue to occur, resulting in failed or delayed healing. These continued issues further increase the physical and financial burden associated with extremity injuries. While a number of causes exist that pose a detriment to healing, persistent bacterial infections play a large role in the formation and severity of these complications [@B5]. It is now widely accepted that many instances of persistent wound infections are mediated by structures known as biofilms [@B6], [@B7]. Of note, microscopic analyses of chronic wounds have shown that over 60% exhibit presence of a biofilm [@B8]. These microbial communities exhibit a distinct phenotype that contributes to their ability to remain in wounds despite primary treatment. Thus, this review will discuss current and developing treatments aimed at preventing, dispersing, and eradicating these communities. The complex nature of biofilm bacteria makes treatment difficult, as most individual treatments fail to completely remove the offending pathogens. Proper treatment of biofilm based infections will require a multifaceted approach that employs a variety of physical treatments over the full span of the infectious process. Importantly, many of the treatments described herein are still in their infancy; the goal of this review is to highlight up and coming therapies, and how they may be utilized in conjunction with established methodologies to drastically improve treatment options.

Clinical burden of extremity trauma
-----------------------------------

Extremity trauma injuries represent a significant portion of traumatic injuries [@B1]-[@B3], and contribute to a large proportion of associated costs and resources. These costs, estimated by one study to near \$2 billion [@B4], are due to an association between these injuries and repeated hospitalizations, ongoing therapies and treatments, and extended hospital stays, indicating that ongoing complications are still a significant issue even after initial treatment [@B3], [@B4]. Hospital stays due to these injuries average 10.7 days in length in one study, and were associated with 60% of injury related costs [@B4]. Extremity injuries are also associated with delayed amputations and subsequent rehospitalizations, particularly among patients with lower extremity injuries [@B9]. When infectious complications are present, failure rates of revision surgeries can be high, adding to costs. Furthermore, extremity injuries often lead to a loss of function or mobility, resulting in costs associated with disability [@B1], [@B4].

Biofilm bacteria present unique challenges to effective treatment
-----------------------------------------------------------------

Despite timely and appropriate treatment following extremity trauma, infections can and do still occur. While a number of pathogens have been recovered from wounds, a few specific species have been found to be most frequently isolated. These include Staphylococcus species (including *S. aureus*), *Klebsiella* spp., *Enterobacter* spp., *P. aeruginosa*, and *A. baumannii* [@B10], [@B11]. Both Gram positive and Gram negative organisms have been cultured from infected wounds, with Gram negative species appearing to be common during the beginning of the wound healing process, while Gram positive species are often isolated from chronically infected wounds [@B10], [@B11]. Late stage infections exhibit an increased chance of being caused by uncommon species or commensal, opportunistic pathogens. Importantly, many of the species isolated are capable of forming biofilms. Furthermore, many clinical isolates have been shown to be particularly high biofilm forming strains [@B6], [@B7], [@B12]. While the degree of biofilm formation *in vitro* does not necessarily match *in vivo* abilities, there is a correlation between the two, suggesting that these isolates may be more prone to form these structures during infections. This is demonstrated by the fact that isolates that fail to form biofilms *in vitro* are often poor biofilm formers *in vivo* [@B13].

Biofilms often occur on implanted material; a hydrated surface where a solid-liquid interface exists is the ideal location for attachment and community establishment. These structures are defined in the simplest term as microbial communities attached to a surface and encased within a polymeric matrix. This matrix is composed of a variety of factors, which are largely bacterial in origin, but may also be scavenged from the host [@B14]. Additionally, bacteria within a biofilm exhibit an altered phenotype and are metabolically distinct from their planktonic counterparts. They differ in their levels of gene expression, protein production, and growth rates [@B15], [@B16]. Furthermore, bacteria within the biofilm exhibit gradients of gene expression and altered phenotypes, depending on their location within the community; bacteria closer to the outside surface may have a dramatically different phenotype than those deep within the biofilm [@B17]. Persister cells, a subpopulation of resistant bacteria, are more commonly isolated from biofilms than planktonic cultures. These cells exhibit an inactive or drastically decreased metabolic profile, rendering them essentially dormant [@B18]-[@B20]. The altered metabolic rate also regulates the efficacy of certain antibiotics, as many treatments are bacteriostatic in nature and dependent on cell division [@B21], [@B22]. The presence of the biofilm matrix also acts as a barrier to effective treatment. The thick, polysaccharide rich structure acts as a physical shield against antimicrobials, slowing down their penetration and diffusion within the community. While some cells on the outer edges of the biofilm may be exposed to administered antibiotics, cells deep within the biofilm are likely well protected. Furthermore, bacteria within biofilms are known to exhibit an increased rate of genetic exchange, resulting in transfer of antibiotic tolerance genes and microevolution of bacteria within the biofilm [@B23], [@B24]. Mobile genetic elements containing tolerance genes have been detected in a number of clinical isolates; these elements may likely be transferred to other organisms during co-colonization within a biofilm [@B25]. Thus, the presence of some bacteria that display antibiotic tolerance can quickly give rise to a larger population of treatment resistant bacteria.

Lastly, biofilm infections are not likely to spontaneously resolve, therefore resulting in chronic infection. This is due to a known inability of the immune system to combat this particular mode of bacterial growth. Once a biofilm is well established, a persistent infection can occur, resulting in continuous complications and levels of inflammation that are inadequate at clearing the community. While planktonic bacteria can be readily recognized and phagocytized, aggregate cells present a challenge as they are two large for the capacity of the phagocytic cell [@B26]. These cells then undergo apoptosis, resulting in a release of proinflammatory factors. Similar to the inability of antimicrobials to enter the biofilm matrix, host immune effectors may also be unable to penetrate the substance, thus protecting the bacteria from clearance. However, recent research has shown that some leukocytes are able to bypass the matrix [@B27]. However, these cells lost their phagocytic capabilities once inside the matrix, indicating that there is a mechanism protecting biofilm bacteria from this process.

Therefore, biofilm bacteria present a significant problem in regard to treatment. They have shown to be incredibly tolerant to a number of conventional and first line treatments, and treatment failure often leads to persistent infections that can have far reaching consequences. Thus, determining multi-level treatment options that best reduce the risk of biofilm infection, as well as treatments that disperse and resolve existing infections, is essential to promoting healing and reducing complications of extremity wounds. The tenants of the various aspects of these treatments are best described by the 5D concept introduced by Winkler; debridement, detection, dead space management, disruption, and decontamination are all essential aspects to combating biofilm mediated disease [@B28]. This review will focus on the types of treatments available within these categories, and will discuss why combination therapies are the likely solution to effectively treating these persistent infections. Emerging concepts and therapies will also be explored, as there are a number of complications for which current treatment options are largely insufficient, and innovative therapies are likely the only solution. The recalcitrant nature of biofilms suggests that the optimal approach to treatment will require some combination of chemical, pharmacological, and physical/mechanical methods, all of which will be discussed herein.

Initial Treatment of Wounds Is Critical to Decrease Likelihood of Biofilm Infections
====================================================================================

Treatment during the time period immediately following an extremity trauma event is critical to both healing and reducing the risk of complications (**Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**). First and foremost, proper emergency treatment and surgical preparation during initial wound care is essential to reducing the exposure of the wound to contaminants [@B29], [@B30]. Maintaining an environment as sterile as possible can help prevent the entrance of bacteria into the wound and the seeding of biofilm infections. Sterilization and disinfection of tools and instruments prior to use is critical to prevent nosocomial infection. Additionally, proper cleaning of the wound area using alcohol, iodine, or chlorohexidine can help reduce the bacterial burden surrounding the wound, thus decreasing the chances of introduction of commensal bacteria into deeper tissues. This is particularly pertinent in the case of Staphylococcal species residing near hair follicles [@B30]. These basic steps can help reduce the amount of bacteria introduced into the wound immediately following injury. However, these precautions do not completely eliminate microorganisms, and the traumatic event itself can introduce contaminants into the wound upon its creation. Thus, further steps must be taken to remove debris and bacteria from the wound before they are able to attach and form biofilm structures (**Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**).

An important further step during acute wound care is physical removal of both necrotic tissue and contaminants. This can be accomplished through a combination of debridement and irrigation techniques. Debridement aids in the reduction of pathogenic bacteria in a number of ways. This can include physical removal of bacteria during the debridement process. Additionally, the necrotic tissue and the associated cellular products found in acute wounds provide an ideal environment for bacterial growth and proliferation. Thus, removal of such tissue is crucial to reducing burden. Debridement can also uncover and remove "dead spaces" in which bacteria can reside. Lastly, drainage of purulence can help remove bacterial cells and debris. In a thorough review of strategies for wound management, Schultz *et al* list a number of debridement techniques and provide rationale behind the appropriateness of various methods as it pertains to control of infection [@B31]. In this paper, surgical debridement is listed as the most effective for reducing infection, followed by mechanical, enzymatic and autolytic. Biological therapy utilizing sterile larvae is also suggested as a promising method for reducing bacterial counts. However, each of these methods has both advantages and drawbacks which must be considered based on the specific wound and status of the patient. A number of different solutions for wound cleansing and irrigation have also been developed, many of which play a large role in eliminating problematic bacteria. There is significant debate over which substances are most effective at reducing the risk of infection. Sterile saline alone is commonly utilized, but additive soaps and/or antiseptics show promise in further reducing bacterial burden [@B31], [@B32]. The use of antiseptics remains controversial as, while harsh chemicals are effective against bacteria, they may also cause detrimental damage to host cells [@B31], [@B32]. Additionally, some irrigation techniques, namely pulsatile lavage, may cause additional soft damage and drive bacteria deeper within the wound [@B31], [@B33], [@B34]. Thus, an optimal combination of proper irrigation solution and technique must be determined to maximize the role of this step in reducing infection.

Wound dressing is also an important determinant of both healing and microbial colonization. A variety of wound dressing materials are available and individual wounds must be assessed to determine the dressing best suited for optimal healing. However, there are a number of specific dressings recommended for wounds that show evidence of contamination or are at high risk for contamination. Proactively choosing an appropriate dressing is important, as the goal of the dressing is to maintain a moist wound environment which can accelerate healing, but supports as little detrimental microbial growth as possible [@B35]. Crystalline sodium chloride gauze is particularly well suited for infected wounds, as this dressing is highly absorbent and exhibits antimicrobial properties [@B31]. Calcium alginate dressings are also highly recommended for infected wounds, as they absorb a large amount of fluid and are able to sequester contaminating pathogens within the wound exudate [@B36]. Additionally, new dressings are being developed that directly inhibit bacteria, such as those that provide a sustained release of antimicrobial silver [@B37], [@B38].

Lastly, initial treatment with antibiotics can be effective at preventing infection with certain bacteria. These antibiotics can be administered both locally and systemically. Early antibiotic treatment is usually executed via administration of systemic cephalosporins as quickly as possible following injury. These antibiotics are effective against most Gram positive bacteria, as well as Gram negative rods [@B11]. As their coverage is not complete, an aminoglycoside will often be co-administered to combat other Gram negative organisms. However, if antibiotic tolerant bacteria are present, or deep seeded bacteria have begun to attach to biological surfaces and form resistant communities, these treatments may be insufficient.

In an ideal situation, proper and timely debridement and wound cleaning will result in a properly healing wound with no signs of clinical infection. However, this is often not the case. Generally, a wound is considered "chronic" when 4-6 weeks have elapsed and healing has not occurred. As mentioned, biofilm infections can lead to this type of delay in healing. When infection develops despite these initial steps, further care must be administered to combat the established infection and allow healing of chronic wounds (**Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**). Schultz, *et al* have described an approach to healing chronic wounds using the acronym TIME (Tissue, Inflammation/ Infection, Moisture balance, and Epithelial edge advancement) [@B31], [@B39]. While the guidelines summarized by these categories are meant to facilitate overall healing, each can be adapted to reflect methods of antimicrobial treatment. For instance, non-viable tissue must be removed for a chronic wound to heal. As stated above, this is accomplished via debridement. In chronic wounds, repeated debridement is often required to both remove necrotic tissue and clear readily detachable bacteria. Methods aimed at reduction of inflammation/infection are obviously a major component of treating biofilm mediated infections; approaches to this subset will be discussed in later sections. Moisture balance refers to the necessity to create a moist wound environment that promotes healing, but also controls excess exudate. Wound dressings play a large role in accomplishing this task, but also double as a means to control infection via sequestration and seeding with antimicrobial compounds. The last step, epithelial edge advancement, likely requires prior treatment of infection, as many therapies aimed at priming wound edges for closure are not recommended in the face of an active infection.

Pharmacological Methods of Controlling Established Infections
=============================================================

Targeted use of antibiotics to treat biofilm infections
-------------------------------------------------------

If initial treatment fails, bacterial proliferation and attachment can occur, eventually resulting in formation of a biofilm. The first attempt at combating an established infection is to treat with more aggressive antibiotics (**Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**). One major issue presented by biofilm bacteria is their recalcitrance to antibiotics. While the optimal approach is to provide antibiotic treatment as soon as possible after initial debridement, at the earliest possible point following injury, when any remaining bacteria are most likely in a planktonic form (**Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**), this is not always possible or successful. Once biofilms have become established, treatment options change drastically. Much of this is due to the metabolically dormant state that deep seeded biofilm bacteria exhibit. In addition co-colonization with multiple species can provide a protective effect within the group and result in biofilm facilitated transfer of genetic material and resistance genes. Thus, new classes of antibiotics must be developed to circumvent these tolerance mechanisms. One very intriguing new class of inhibitors are acyldepsipeptide (ADEP) antibiotics. ADEPs are naturally produced antimicrobials that have a number of semi synthetic derivatives of varying activity [@B40]. One particular derivative, ADEP4, has shown a large amount of promise as a future therapeutic. ADEP4 induces bacterial death by inducing the dysregulation of the ClpP protease. Activated ClpP cleaves largely nonspecifically, resulting in a widespread destruction of bacterial proteins [@B40], [@B41]. Mutants deficient in ClpP are more tolerant to ADEP4, however, they become more susceptible to other antibiotics upon treatment, indicating ADEP4 may have additional targets, and that combination therapy may circumvent tolerance mechanisms [@B41]. While this compound is still in the early stages of development, it provides an attractive option for future treatments and is a current focus in the development of anti-biofilm treatments. Rifampin, a RNA polymerase inhibitor, has also been shown to have some effectiveness against biofilms, although it likely does not provide complete clearance and is often utilized in combination therapies [@B42]-[@B46]. Daptomycin and moxifloxacin have also shown efficacy against biofilms formed by Gram positive organisms [@B45], [@B47], [@B48]. For Gram negative populations, tobramycin has shown some evidence of efficacy against formed biofilms, although this is likely bolstered by combination therapies with targeted anti-biofilm compounds [@B49], [@B50].

In addition to active tolerance to antimicrobials, the matrix of the biofilm can also increase resistance by preventing the diffusion of antimicrobials or containing a number of drug inactivating compounds [@B51], [@B52]. The matrix can also be directly inhibitory, as it possesses a negative charge and can interact with cationic antimicrobials [@B53]. Some antibiotics, such as delafloxacin, are naturally more permeable than other antibiotics, rendering them intriguing candidates for biofilm therapeutics [@B47]. Other quinolones, as well as tetracyclines, macrolides, and lincosamides tend to penetrate the matrix better than other antibiotic classes [@B54]-[@B56]. However, their diffusion is often not complete and, in some cases, these antibiotics are not ideal due to the nature of the causative organism. In order to circumvent this issue, a number of agents that either degrade the matrix or increase its permeability are in development. However, degradation of the matrix has implications on biofilm eradication that extend further than simply antibiotic penetration, and will thus be discussed in the following sections.

Administration of novel antimicrobials can be systemic or local. While systemic antibiotics are useful during early stages of infection, chronic biofilm wound infection will likely be treated most efficiently with local antibiotics. Local administration of antibiotics allows for delivery of therapeutics at significantly higher doses, allowing the minimal biofilm inhibitory concentration to be obtained without the risk of toxicity encountered during systemic delivery of high dose antibiotics [@B57]. A variety of mechanisms exist to optimize delivery. Still, proper delivery does not solve the issue of intrinsic tolerance, and will likely need to be accompanied by further pharmacological or mechanical strategies to completely eradicate the biofilm. This, combined with careful selection of antibiotics and agents that increase matrix permeability, may allow for targeted treatment of attached bacteria. The choice of delivery method is an important one, with each type of compound having risks and benefits. These will be discussed with other mechanically based approaches.

Notably, the specific recommendations for antibiotic use are organism specific. Therefore, administration of antibiotics once a chronic infection has been detected is best delayed until proper microbial determination has been made. The time at which the infection is diagnosed is a general indicator of contaminant, with *S. aureus* being common in delayed infections and in those who have spent considerable time in healthcare facilities. Immunocompromised, elderly, and diabetic patients are at an increased risk of Gram negative infections, and those presenting with late stage emergence of infection have a high possibility of infection due to coagulase negative staphylococci or other less common, opportunistic pathogens [@B58], [@B59]. Upon proper diagnosis of the offending pathogen, high dose systemic antibiotics are often the first approach, followed by surgical intervention and local antibiotic application once the infection proves to be persistent (**Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**).

A caveat to the assertion that antibiotics must be administered in an organism specific manner is that diagnosis of deep seeded, persistent infections can often prove difficult. The metabolic dormancy and irregularity of biofilm bacteria versus their planktonic counterparts may contribute to false negative results during culture analysis. Multiple studies have observed culture negative rates of 40-50% among patients with active osteomyelitis, indicating that microbial culture alone may not be effective at determining causative agents [@B60]-[@B62]. A number of other methods of microbiological identification have been proposed and utilized, including using enriched culture media, polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and imaging [@B63]-[@B65]. However, some studies have shown the efficacy of these methods to be less than ideal, and results are limited by primer and probe choices, respectively [@B66], [@B67]. In addition, PCR based diagnosis has a higher rate of false positives[@B66]. Mass spectrometry based diagnostic methods have also gained steam in recent years, providing a highly accurate and specific method for identification of offending organisms [@B68]-[@B70]. Utilizing these techniques in cases where culture methods alone cannot detect a pathogen will likely prove useful in detection of biofilm associated bacteria, allowing for more targeted antibiotic delivery.

Degradation of biofilm structures using biologically derived compounds
----------------------------------------------------------------------

One of the defining features of the biofilm is the matrix that encases the associated bacteria. This matrix plays many roles, participating in protection, nutrient delivery, genetic transfer, and structural stability. Therefore, disruption of this matrix is a prime candidate for lessening the defenses of contained bacteria (**Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**). A number of compounds have been shown to actively degrade matrix components. As the three main components of the matrix are proteins, carbohydrates, and extracellular DNA (eDNA), likely candidates for optimal dissolution of the matrix will specifically target these molecules. Recombinant DNase has been used with great success to disrupt the EPS of *in vitro* biofilms [@B71]-[@B74]. Clinically, DNases have been utilized for disruption of mucous in cystic fibrosis patients, indicating it is a viable potential therapy for human use [@B75]-[@B77]. *In vivo* studies utilizing DNase have shown that degradation of eDNA can disrupt biofilms present in a mammalian host [@B78], [@B79]. However, there are some limitations. Firstly, DNase has been shown to only be effective against nascent biofilms, and its efficacy decreases with maturity of the biofilm. Practically, DNase is expensive to produce, which would likely limit its distribution and use.

A number of proteases and amylases have been tested for their ability to disrupt biofilms, with varying degrees of success [@B80], [@B81]. Serine proteases in particular have been shown to be effective at disrupting the matrix. This is not entirely surprising, as a number of biofilm forming microbes produce their own serine proteases which likely aid in active dispersal and biofilm structural arrangement [@B80], [@B82], [@B83].The efficacy of these enzymes in breaking down matrix material will likely be dependent on the offending species, as each organisms exhibits a slightly different matrix profile [@B14]. Additionally, a few emerging therapies have begun to gain attention and may eventually be available for clinical use. Antimicrobial peptides (AMPs), known to be produced by almost all organisms from bacteria to mammals, are also highly effective at breaking down matrix components. Many AMPs produced by microorganisms are glycoside or acid hydrolases that disrupt structural integrity through degradation of polysaccharide [@B84]. Perhaps the most well-known of these peptides is Dispersin B, an AMP produced by *A. actinomycetemcomitans* that exhibits efficacy against biofilms formed by a wide range of pathogens [@B85], [@B86]. Urea has also been investigated as a matrix disrupting agent, as it causes disruption of hydrogen bonds that provide matrix stability [@B84], [@B87]. Bismuth thiols are a chemical approach to degradation of matrices. These compounds likely have dual functionality, as they interact with production of exopolysaccharide as well as chelate metal ions, which are known to be critical in matrix stabilization [@B88], [@B89].

Removal of the matrix ultimately leads to dispersal of biofilm communities, as the structural integrity of the biofilm is no longer intact. At this point, combination therapies will likely play a role, and may utilize treatments including continued debridement (to remove necrotic tissue and sloughed biofilm) and local antibiotic delivery (as the matrix is no longer providing a protective encasement) (**Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**).

Targeting bacterial signaling as a method of biofilm inhibition
---------------------------------------------------------------

As biofilms function as living communities of cells, cell to cell communication plays an important role in their formation and structure. Many bacteria accomplish this communication via the process of quorum sensing (QS), where bacteria produce a small signaling molecule that can be received by surrounding bacteria. There are three main QS systems known to exist among bacteria, with each being defined by the specific signaling molecule produced: the autoinducing peptide (AIP) system (common in Gram positive bacteria), the acylhomoserine lactone (AHL) system (Gram negative bacteria), and the autoinducer 2 (AI-2) system (both Gram positive and Gram negative bacteria). When these molecules are being produced in significant amounts, they are indicative of the size of the community and have the ability to stimulate a cell density dependent expression of biofilm specific genes [@B90], [@B91]. Therefore, inhibition of quorum sensing would essentially trick bacteria into thinking they are no longer within the community, thus reducing the production of biofilm mediators (**Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**). A number of compounds have been shown to interact and disrupt quorum sensing systems. As QS systems in different species of bacteria utilize different signaling molecules, each class of inhibitor exhibits differential efficacy based on system specificity. For instance, glucosamines have been shown to disrupt QS signaling in the Gram negative bacteria *P. aeruginosa* and *E. coli*, likely through competitive inhibition of the signal receptor binding site [@B92], [@B93]. Bergamottin compounds, isolated from grapefruit juice, also utilize this mechanism, blocking the binding side for AHL QS systems [@B91], [@B94]. Fusaric acid analogues also show efficacy against Gram negative QS systems [@B95]. The polyphenolic compounds epigallocatechin and baicalin hydrate were found to be effective against mature biofilms formed by a number of Gram negative species [@B96]-[@B99]. Norspermadine, a polyamine, induces dispersal and inhibits biofilm formation in *A. baumannii*, likely through inhibiting the expression of QS genes [@B100]. A small molecule inhibitor, RNAIII-inhibiting peptide (RIP), and its analogues are effective at inhibiting *agr* mediated QS in *S. aureus* as well as other AIP based systems [@B101], [@B102]. RIP is thought to block the signaling receptor. Interestingly, some inhibitors appear to be able to block the signal transduction cascade downstream of the signal receptor. Both natural furanone and cinnamaldehyde are two well studies examples of such inhibitors [@B103]-[@B108]. This method of inhibition has important implications, as it can be more broadly applicable across bacterial species.

There is also evidence to suggest that combination therapy with a QS inhibitor and antibiotics can increase the efficacy of the antibiotic [@B99]. For instance, components of garlic extract, including ajoene, inhibited AHL receptors and increased the susceptibility of *P. aeruginosa* biofilms to tobramycin [@B109], [@B110]. RIP and its analogs also exhibit this effect; various studies examining treatment of Staphylococcal biofilms with these compounds have shown increased susceptibility to daptomycin, clindamycin, and vancomycin [@B99], [@B111]. Combining QS inhibition and antibiotic treatment may therefore be a viable method for eliminating a number of bacterial biofilms.

Another aspect of bacterial communication that can be exploited for therapeutic use is the existence of molecules that act as dispersal signals for biofilm communities. A number of compounds have been identified that appear to trigger active dispersal. D-amino acids, produced by a number of bacterial species, are thought to lead to dispersal of preformed biofilms via disruption of the bacterial cell wall, where they are incorporated into the peptidoglycan in place of D-alanine [@B12], [@B112], [@B113]. D-amino acids mediated dispersal is also correlated with an increased susceptibility to antibiotics [@B12]. Similarly, dispersin B, the previously discussed glycoside hydrolase that can degrade poly-*N*-acetylglucosamine (PNAG),a major matrix component, also appears to induce biofilm dispersal signaling [@B85]. Nitric oxide (NO),a ubiquitous molecule, has a demonstrated ability to induce bacterial signaling and has been shown to contribute to biofilm dispersal at low concentrations [@B114], [@B115]. A number of NO based therapeutics are being investigated, rendering it a promising potential antibiofilm agent [@B115]. Cis-2-deconic-acid, a fatty acid signaling molecule produced by *P. aeruginosa* has been shown to not only disrupt preformed biofilms, but also to induce reversion of persister cells [@B116], [@B117]. The dispersal effect of this compound was shown to occur in a number of species, including *S. aureus*, *S. pyogenes, E. coli*, and *K. pneumoniae* [@B116].

The majority of dispersal agents do not exert any type of antimicrobial effect leading to cell death. Therefore, use of these compounds would be primarily as an adjuvant with antibiotics that exhibit activity against liberated planktonic bacteria (**Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**). However, their lack of bactericidal properties makes them less likely to induce bacterial tolerance via selective pressure. Notably, the majority of studies regarding dispersal agents have been performed utilizing *in vitro* systems; the *in vivo* efficacy of these compounds has yet to be properly evaluated. However, the gap in treatment options for inducing dispersal of biofilms cannot be ignored, thus these agents represent a class of treatments that must continue to be investigated and developed.

Degradation of biofilm adhesins
-------------------------------

The first step of biofilm formation is bacterial attachment to a surface. Attachment occurs in two steps: an initial non-specific, reversible attachment and a second, irreversible, specific attachment mediated by bacterial adhesins. This step-wise formation has been studied extensively *in vitro*, and studies on nasopharyngeal and oral biofilms suggest it occurs *in vivo*, as well [@B13], [@B118]. Targeting these temporal events may assist in combating biofilms infections. Therapeutics that eliminate these attachments during early infection can potentially prevent the formation of a biofilm (**Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**). Additionally, degrading specific adhesins present in a formed biofilm may lead to biofilm dispersal and increased susceptibility to other treatments.

In Staphylococci, biofilm formation can be polysaccharide matrix based or proteinaceous in nature [@B119]. One of the main specific adhesins involved in the former type of Staphylococcal biofilm formation is the polysaccharide intercellular adhesion (PIA). PIA promotes bacterial aggregation and substantially contributes to the matrix during polysaccharide dependent biofilm formation. Adhesion through PIA is thought to be based on electrostatic interactions with bacterial teichoic acids, as PIA is positively charged [@B120]. Recently, methods have been developed to disrupt the adhesive properties of PIA using cationic peptides, providing a promising avenue for disruption of proteinaceous adhesion [@B121]. Conversely, protein based biofilm formation may be mediated by a number of other adhesins, many containing LPxTG motifs that anchor the proteins to the bacterial cell wall. A large subset of these cell wall anchored adhesins (CWAs) is comprised of microbial surface component recognizing adhesive matrix molecules (MSCRAMMs). These proteins are named as such due to their ability to bind to components of the mammalian cellular matrix, including fibronectin, fibrinogen, and collagen. While these proteins aide in adhesion to biotic surfaces, they also facilitate binding to implanted/abiotic surfaces that have been coated in host matrix components [@B122], [@B123]. Thus, MSCRAMMs present a viable target for dispersing or disrupting biofilms on a multitude of surfaces. Additionally, many of these proteins have multiple functions, a number of which are involved in inter-bacterial binding and attachment. Fibronectin-binding protein A (FnBPA) is thought to contribute to intercellular adhesion via homophilic binding between specific domains on adjacent proteins [@B124]. Accumulation associated protein (Aap) also appears to contribute to aggregation this way, as it is a known biofilm contributor and purified Aap is able to form dimers in solution via interaction of adjacent B domains [@B125], [@B126]. Aap can also promote surface attachment via its N-terminal A domain [@B125], [@B126]. The large adhesion extracellular matrix binding protein (EmbP) of *S. epidermidis* is also a fibronectin binding protein, and promotes biofilm formation via adhesion to the matrix [@B127]. Biofilm associated protein (Bap), is a multi-domain *S. aureus* surface protein that has been shown to be essential for biofilm formation *in vitro*. Homologues have been identified in a number of other organisms, including other staphylococcal species, *A. baumanii, E. faecalis, P. fluorescens*, and *S. typhimurium* [@B128], [@B129]. While the*bap* gene itself has not been identified in human *S. aureus* isolates, homologues from other species have been identified in clinical samples, making its contribution to *in vivo* biofilms uncertain [@B128], [@B129]. Interestingly, a number of anti-biofilm proteases have been discovered, many of which show activity against Bap, including Aureolysin and the V8 serine protease [@B84]. SraP is another multifunction CWA. This protein can dimerize via its N-terminal region, which contains cadherin like domains, allowing for bacterial aggregation. Additionally, this same domain is known to be involved in binding to host cell glycoconjugates, thereby initiating primary adhesion to the host [@B130]. *S. epidermidis* surface protein C (SesC), also appears to be involved in specific bacterial interactions, as introduction of its gene into deficient bacteria resulted in a proteinaceous biofilm matrix, and blocking of the protein resulted in a disruption of biofilm formation [@B131].

While these proteins represent an attractive target for therapeutics, as their disruption could potentially dislodge tightly adhered communities, development of such treatments remains challenging. Specific cleavage of proteins is not common in therapeutics due to the possibility of off-target effects and difficulties in obtaining efficient dosages. However, the number of protease treatments currently under investigation suggests that this may be changing [@B81]. The challenges of developing targeted treatments for biofilm mediated infections will like revolve around protease specificity; protein engineering will be of utmost importance. A small handful of broad activity proteases have been studied and are currently utilized for enzymatic debridement. In the United States, only collagenase is currently approved for use. Collagenase is a bacterial derived metalloprotease that specifically degrades triple helical collagen via hydrolysis of peptide bonds [@B132]. While collagenase appears to act slowly, it is also relatively gentle and generally well tolerated. Importantly, collagen is a major point of attachment for bacteria through MSCRAMMs [@B133], thus its degradation may dislodge attached organisms. Papain is a cysteine protease derived from the papaya [@B134]. Addition of urea enhances the activity of papain. The tolerance and safety of papain is debated, as usage of this enzymatic agent can lead to patient discomfort and increased amounts of exudate [@B135]. As of 2008, the FDA no longer recommends papain/urea for use. However, papain itself has been shown to have anti-biofilm properties *in vitro*, suggesting it possesses activity against bacterial proteins [@B136]. In fact, papain was shown to directly degrade the Actinomyces fimbrial proteins FimA and FimP in a dental plaque model [@B137]. Bromelain is a pineapple derived protease that is currently approved in Europe [@B138]. Like papain, bromelain has been shown to have activity against bacterial biofilms *in vitro* [@B136]. In addition, bromelain possesses anti-inflammatory properties, suggesting it may be useful in controlling both the biofilm and the detrimental inflammatory response within the wound bed [@B138]. Fibrinolysin/ desoxyribonuclease is another enzymatic compound that can be utilized for debridement. This compound specifically degrades necrotic tissue via disruption of fibrin molecules. As with collagenase, degradation of matrix components may disrupt bacterial attachment via MSCRAMMs, leading to biofilm detachment. Trypsin, a serine protease commonly used in laboratory applications, has also been investigated for use against biofilms and during wound healing [@B137], [@B139].

Lastly, recent studies have adopted the approach of preventing cell surface expression of adhesins as a method of preventing biofilm formation. In Gram positive bacteria such as *S. aureus*, translocation of proteins to the cell surface requires the function of Sortase A. The diarylacrylonitriles, curcumin, aryl ethyl ketones, and their derivatives have all been shown to inhibit sortase function and expression [@B140]-[@B142].

Use of metals and metal chelators in preventing biofilms
--------------------------------------------------------

Another group of antimicrobials with a steadily increasing amount of supportive literature are compounds which disrupt fundamental bacterial processes. One of the largest classes of this group is chelators, which effect biofilm bacteria via the sequestration of critical metal ions. Bacteria within biofilms are less sensitive to high metal concentrations, due to the ability of the matrix to bind a large percentage of cations, and the decreased metabolic state of the bacteria themselves [@B143]. There is some evidence to suggest that the presence of these cations actively contributes to biofilm formation. Magnesium, calcium, and iron have all been shown to be correlated with increased production of biofilm related proteins, including adhesins and extracellular proteases [@B144]-[@B147]. Specifically, iron appears to be required for the production of PIA by *S. aureus* [@B146]. Lactoferrin is an iron binding protein that can be found in both blood and secreted fluids, with the highest concentration being found in milk. A number of studies have shown lactoferrin to have marked antimicrobial activity. In addition, biofilm specific studies suggest that this protein is active against metabolically distinct sessile bacteria [@B148]-[@B150]. While the majority of lactoferrin activity is likely due to its iron sequestration abilities, it may also function as a protease and is a known anti-inflammatory molecule [@B151]. Its current usage in both clinical and nutritional settings renders it an attractive candidate for future treatment options. Another iron chelator, 1,2,3,4,6-penta-*O*-galloyl-β-D-glucopyranose (PGG), was shown to cause reduced adhesion and decreased production of the PIA adhesin in *S. aureus* [@B146]. Various calcium chelators have also been investigated for their antibiofilm properties. Ethylene glycol tetraacetic acid (EGTA) has been shown by multiple investigators to prevent bacterial attachment and biofilm formation *in vitro* [@B144], [@B152]. However, these effects were largely strain dependent [@B144], and another calcium chelator, trisodium citrate, exhibited the same pattern of inhibition. Furthermore, EGTA did not disrupt preformed biofilms [@B152], indicating that successful use of calcium chelators would require early administration as a part of a combination therapy. Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) is a commonly used and broadly active chelator that can bind a number of metal cations, including calcium, magnesium, and iron [@B153]. A number of studies have shown that EDTA has antibacterial and antibiofilm properties [@B153], [@B154]. However, other studies have failed to observe an effect or noticed a strain specificity to EDTAs activity [@B155]. Importantly, while chelators may ultimately result in cell death due to sequestration of key nutrients and signaling molecules, they are likely not directly bacteriocidal.

In addition to sequestration of metallic components, there is a wealth of evidence suggesting that use of heavy metal nanoparticles is a very effective method for disrupting bacterial growth. Silver, in particular, has long been known to have antibacterial properties [@B156]. Silver nanoparticles (AgNP) are thought to be the most effective and least cytotoxic form of silver delivery. Clinically, these particles can be engineered into a paste that is able to be applied locally, making it an attractive compound for wound treatment. AgNP activity is thought to result from release of silver ions upon hydration. The exact antibacterial mechanism of these ions is currently unknown, but is thought to involve disruption of the membrane and therefore the proton motive force of the bacteria, as well as induction of oxidative damage [@B157]. Collodial silver has also been shown to have activity against biofilms, both *in vitro* and *in vivo* [@B158], [@B159], suggesting a number of silver formulations should be further investigated for use in wound care. Importantly, application of silver appears to disrupt preformed biofilms, making it an attractive candidate for treatment of preexisting infections [@B157]. Gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) have also been investigated as a potential antimicrobial and have been found to be effective against both planktonic and biofilm bacteria [@B160], [@B161]. These effects were seen against both Gram positive and Gram negative species of clinical relevance, suggesting that addition of AuNPs could provide a broad spectrum treatment. The action of gold mediated bacterial death is thought to be similar to the mechanisms described for silver [@B162]. Importantly, use of AuNPs would likely require careful engineering and therapeutic dosing, as gold has been shown to have cytotoxic effects [@B163].Gallium has also been shown to have antibacterial properties, reducing the burden of a number of strains of drug resistant bacteria grown both planktonically and in a biofilm. Additionally, gallium has been shown to potentiate the activity of the antimicrobials gentamycin and ciprofloxacin [@B164], [@B165]. Lastly, copper nanoparticles also have documented antimicrobial properties. Its antibacterial mechanisms are thought to be multifactorial, and include binding to DNA and preventing replication and interacting with amine and carboxyl groups on the bacterial cell surface [@B162]. Additionally, copper appears to have specific inhibitory effects against biofilm bacteria, and was shown to significantly decrease biofilm biomass and polysaccharide matrix production in *P. aeruginosa* [@B166]. A 2016 study by Ahire, et al showed that addition of copper nanofibers to wound dressings resulted in a significant decrease in biofilm formation [@B167]. Thus, treatment of contaminated wounds with different metallic compounds is a promising avenue of future research. Additionally, metallic nanoparticles may be used as a delivery system for antibiotics, allowing for engineering of highly effective anti biofilm combination therapies [@B168]-[@B170].

Mechanical Approaches to Biofilm Prevention and Disruption
==========================================================

Surgical removal of biofilm bacteria and infected hardware
----------------------------------------------------------

Once a determination of the offending pathogen has been made, every effort should be made to treat infections with systemic antibiotics. However, the longer the infection persists, the more likely it is that biofilm bacteria are involved. Implanted hardware provides a significant level of stabilization and are, overall, a great asset in wound management. Unfortunately, their abiotic nature and surface properties made them ideal points of attachment for biofilm communities. Therefore, assurance that a formed biofilm has been eradicated can essentially only be made upon removal of the hardware. However, removal of hardware must be done as a last possible step, particularly at time points prior to complete union or in cases of non-union (**Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**). Destabilized fractures by and large do not heal, and are therefore also more prone to worsening infection. The existence of dead space within the fracture gives bacteria a focus in which they can persist and thrive. Thus, determination of surgical intervention and hardware retention or removal must be made on an individual basis using standardized guidelines. The therapies discussed above are likely to work in conjunction with these determinations.

When surgical intervention is deemed necessary, repeated debridements are often indicated for removal of bacteria and infected or necrotic tissue, with many patients needing two or more [@B59]. As biofilm formation is expected at this point, enzymatic debridement or debridement involving solutions mentioned above may be an attractive option to clear out as much bacteria as possible. At this point it is also recommended to fill dead space via administration of stabilizing bone fillers. These fillers have the added benefit of acting as local antibiotic carriers, delivering high doses directly into the wound site, allowing therapeutics to enter deep and non-vascularized sites that systemic antibiotics cannot [@B57]. A combination of aggressive debridement and high dose antibiotic treatment may be able to quell an infection sufficiently, allowing retention of hardware until the bone has fully healed [@B171]. At this point, hardware can be removed to ensure excision of any remaining attached bacteria [@B28], [@B59]. Treatment with retention of hardware has been shown to be successful in about 70% of cases [@B172]. In cases where these treatments do not sufficiently ablate the infection, or in cases where the infection has caused destabilization of the hardware, removal and replacement is generally recommended [@B171]. By removing the original hardware, the focus of infection is removed and debridement and antibiotic treatment may be better able to clear pathogens. Additionally, temporary removal of hardware exposes hard to reach sites around the implant which may have been inaccessible during initial debridement efforts [@B59]. Implants can then be exchanged, allowing for bone healing to continue in an environment with a drastically reduced bacterial burden. If these methods fail and marked infection persists alongside a lack of bone healing, complete removal of hardware is likely necessary. In these cases, fixation conversion is recommended and external fixation devices may be used to allow for healing while the infection is being treated [@B59]. In these cases, external fixation allows for an optimal success rate, but may lead to soft tissue infections and patient discomfort. Additionally, the type of fixation device used has an impact on microbial detection and hardware retention. For instance, while IM nail fixation is associated with a later determination of infection and increased difficulty of surgical intervention, success rates of hardware retention are often high [@B59].

Utilization of anti-biofilm materials
-------------------------------------

Currently, stainless steel and titanium or titanium alloy implants are the most commonly used implant materials [@B173], [@B174]. While titanium has become the optimal standard for use, there is still some debate over which material results in the lowest rate of infectious complications. Stainless steel has been shown to become colonized more readily in murine models, however medical grade stainless steel is highly polished and is not thought to provide an optimal surface for bacterial attachment. Conversely, titanium often exhibits a grittier surface, potentially making it more prone to colonization [@B175]. However, a study comparing biofilm formation on stainless steel and titanium wire fixation of toe injuries found that titanium implants were far less likely to allow for biofilm formation [@B176]. Interestingly, one retrospective study showed a higher rate of failure in fixations using titanium plates versus those using stainless steel [@B177]. Conversely, titanium plates appear to elicit less of a soft tissue response and may be less inflammatory than their steel counterparts [@B178]. However, Rotini et al showed that titanium alloy hardware appears to be more readily colonized than solid titanium formulations, suggesting specific formulation of titanium implants may make a difference in infection risk. A number of new materials have recently been suggested and are under development. These include hardware constructed of tantalum, carbon fiber and PEEK plastic formulations, and cobalt based alloys [@B179]-[@B181]. The ability of bacteria to colonize both commonly used materials and new hardware configurations has been studied by multiple investigators. Multiple studies have shown that cobalt alloy hardware has lower rates of colonization than titanium formulations. However, the biocompatibility and efficacy of these plates in successful healing and fixation must be considered [@B179]. Tantalum was also shown to have a reduced capacity for bacterial colonization [@B181]. Thus, use of newer hardware biomaterials may be an attractive method for biofilm reduction. In addition to the material itself, the surface treatments of hardware have a pronounced effect on the ability of bacteria to colonize. Both surface roughness and wettability have been investigated as determinants of colonization ability [@B182]. Techniques such as acid etching and sandblasting change the surface characteristics of implanted hardware. Studies of biofilm formation on varying titanium surfaces used for dental implants suggest that sandblasted titanium exhibits a slightly increased propensity for colonization [@B182], [@B183]. Likewise, a systemic review of clinical reports of dental implant colonization found that increased surface roughness correlated with an increased likelihood of infection [@B184]. However, implant material must allow for the attachment of host derived cells and components. Multiple studies have shown that the presence of host cells and tissues on implants decreases the likelihood of bacterial colonization [@B185], [@B186] This phenomenon was termed the \'race to the surface\' by Gristina, where the first cell type to attach (host or bacterial) gains the advantage during colonization or integration [@B186]. Unfortunately, a number of techniques aimed at reducing bacterial colonization may also inhibit tissue integration of implants. Subbiahdoss, et al found that a hydrophilic polymer-brush coating reduced bacterial burden, but also decreased the degree of host cell adhesion [@B187]. A study on dental implants by Zhao, et al, showed that fibroblasts were outcompeted in the race to the surface on a number of surfaces with varying roughness and wettability, with the exception of smooth titanium [@B188]. Therefore, when choosing implant hardware, the material and the surface treatments must be carefully selected to allow for a balance of decreased infection risk and increased tissue integration and proper fracture fixation (**Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**). While the ideal biomaterial for the achievement of this balance is currently unknown, the advances in material development and coating techniques make this strategy an important future consideration.

An additional consideration regarding fracture hardware is the use of implant coatings with various antimicrobial properties. Some coating options have been discussed above as separate treatment options. For instance, AMPs have been considered for implant coating due to the large number available, their wide range of mechanisms, and low occurrence of bacterial tolerance. However, immobilization of AMPs may decrease their function, as many require direct contact with membranes to exert their optimal antimicrobial activities. One approach to circumvent this is utilization of AMP containing hydrogels which can be applied to implants [@B189]. Silver has also shown a great deal of promise as an antimicrobial coating; a systematic review of implant coatings showed silver treated implants to have significantly decreased rates of infection while maintaining a high level of biocompatibility and low rates of tolerance[@B190]. Implant coatings that allow for the release of NO have also been described [@B191]. Additionally, a number of surface treatments that change the surface properties of the implant, including charge and hydrophobicity, have been described. Hydrophobic polycationic coatings were examined by Schaer, et al, who found that coated steel and titanium were more resistant to bacteria than untreated materials [@B192]. Trimethylsilane coating was also shown to reduce biofilm formation on both stainless steel and titanium plates in an *in vitro* model [@B193]. Coating of surfaces with polytetrafluoroethylene (ePTFE) has also been shown to reduce biofilm formation [@B194]. Chitosan, a polysaccharide derived from the exoskeletons of crustaceans, has been investigated as a potential titanium coating [@B195]. Chitosan exhibits antibacterial and anti-biofilm properties, and has been shown to increase the efficacy of co-administered antibiotics [@B196], [@B197].

While biofilm formation primarily occurs on the hardware implants themselves, another facet of material choice is the selection of spacers to provide stability and fill dead space within fracture wounds. A number of these materials also function as antibiotic delivery systems, with varying pharmacokinetics and efficacy. PMMA spacers are commonly used to deliver antibiotics. However, PMMA may not be a particularly ideal material, as it exhibits a lower biocompatibility than other options and elicits a low grade inflammatory response [@B28]. Additionally, antibiotic release from PMMA may not be complete, resulting in initially high levels of antibiotic which then transition to sub-inhibitory concentrations [@B28], [@B57]. This may contribute to development of antibiotic tolerance. Furthermore, up to 50% of spacers removed from patients show evidence of biofilm formation on their surface, indicating that if the delivery method is not effective at eradicating infection, it may itself become a focal point for persistent infection [@B198]. Antibiotic loaded cement spacers are another potential filler material. Calcium sulfate has been used in treatment of orthopedic injuries since the 1980\'s. It dissolves relatively quickly within the wound, making it less than ideal for structural support. However, this same property allows for high levels of local antibiotic delivery [@B57]. Conversely, calcium phosphate formulations, including hydroxyapatite, dissolve slowly. This allow for greater stabilization and increased potential for healing [@B57]. However, this delayed resorption may be detrimental during infection, as antibiotic release may not be as sharp and quick, and the cement filling itself may retain offending bacteria [@B57]. Allografted bone is considered to be the optimal material for healing, as it is highly biocompatible, particularly when processed and sterilized. Unfortunately, the unvascularized nature of these grafts renders them highly susceptible to colonization [@B28]. New techniques involving removal of the donor bone marrow, and replacement with loaded antibiotics, show promise in offering a highly biocompatible delivery system with a high antibiotic surface area and, therefore, high concentrations of local antibiotic delivery [@B28].

Targeting the Host Response Against Biofilms
============================================

While the presence of persistent infection may indicate that the immune response would play little role in clearance of biofilms, that may not be the case. The issue in biofilm formation is not a complete lack of immune response, but instead, a largely inefficient one. Innate immune mechanisms are ineffective due to the barriers described above, and antibodies against largely planktonic antigens are ineffective in clearing the bacteria, as biofilm and planktonic bacteria have largely distinct antigens profiles [@B199]. In fact, a robust immune response is thought to occur during biofilm mediated infections, but ultimately causes collateral damage while failing to eradicate the infection [@B200]. Therefore, a significant amount of research has focused on shifting the immune response to one more efficient in targeting biofilm bacteria.

Vaccination against bacterial proteins known to be important during adhesion or biofilm formation is a common approach that has had varying degrees of success (**Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**). An effective vaccine could reduce morbidity and mortality, decrease surgeries and hospital stays, and be incredibly cost effective [@B201]. Many of the vaccination candidates for*S. aureus* are MSCRAMMs or other molecules important during the initial stages of biofilm formation. These include: fibronectin binding proteins, clumping factors A and B (ClfA and ClfB), iron regulated surface determinants A and B (IsdA and IsdB) and PIA [@B202], [@B203]. Use of many of these candidates as antigens has shown to provide at least partial protection against biofilm mediated disease. Antibodies against the biofilm upregulated protein PhnD (a phosphate ABC transporter), have been shown to inhibit biofilm formation at the initial attachment stage [@B204]. Vaccination against extracted biofilm matrix components has been shown to provide significant protection from *S. aureus* biofilm formation, as well as limiting seeding dispersal to other organs [@B205]. Another study examined the effect of immunization against a quadrivalent vaccine against glucosaminidase, a conserved hypothetical protein, and two lipoproteins. While the quadrivalent vaccine alone did not completely eliminate bacterial burden, it was effective when used in conjunction with an antibiotic, suggesting that the vaccine was able to specifically prevent biofilm formation, allowing the planktonically focused antibiotic to remain effective [@B206]. Glucosaminidase, a subunit of the major *S. aureus* autolysin, is a very attractive target for vaccine development as it is non-redundant and largely conserved amongst *S. aureus* strains [@B207], [@B208]. Biofilm antigens from *S. epidermidis* have also been investigated; SesC, a surface protein, was shown to provide protection against biofilm formation in a catheter model [@B209]. Vaccines targeting the capsular polysaccharide have also been tested and remain a promising approach, as similar vaccines have been successful for other Gram positive species. The obvious caveat with prophylactic vaccination is that it requires a period of immune priming and activation prior to introduction of the pathogen, particularly when considering vaccine candidates that prevent initial attachment. In the case of traumatic injuries, this is likely not possible. Interestingly, therapeutic immunization has shown promise in other biofilm mediated conditions, such as otitis media. In this approach, vaccines against major matrix components are administered after the identification of a persistent infection. Recent studies have shown that these vaccines may stimulate the immune system to disperse the biofilm through sequestration of matrix materials [@B210], [@B211]. For *S. aureus*, therapeutic use of a conjugate capsular polysaccharide and protein vaccine conferred protection in a rat model of osteomyelitis [@B212]. Use of these vaccines in conjunction with antibiotics may be effective at treating established biofilm infections. A few limitations do exist regarding standard vaccination. Vaccination may not be recommended for certain patients, particularly those with compromised immune systems. Additionally, a problem specific to *S. aureus* antigen vaccines is the problematic adverse effects of high antibody titers against certain proteins. A number of clinical trials have failed due to the collateral organ damage induced by high levels of anti-staphylococcal antibodies and robust immune response [@B189]. To circumvent this, passive immunization has been investigated as a therapeutic. Varrone, *et al* used a murine model of osteomyelitis to shown that passive immunization against glucosaminidase resulted in increased opsonophagocytosis of aggregated bacterial clusters [@B208]. Similarly, passive immunization with a polyclonal antibody against *S. aureus* was shown to be effective in a murine model of sepsis through increased opsonophagocytosis and neutralization of antigens [@B213]. Passive immunization has also been investigated for treatment of infections caused by A. baumannii, another biofilm forming strain known to cause orthopedic infections. Antibodies against the capsular polysaccharide resulted in serotype specific protection in a rat soft tissue infection model [@B214]. Another study using a highly conserved *A. baumannii* protein antigen as a vaccine target showed passive immunization provided opsonophagocytic mediated protection in a diabetic mouse model.

Importantly, clinical studies involving both active and passive immunization against *S. aureus* have been unsuccessful [@B215]. Active immunization against capsular polysaccharide conferred only partial and short lived protection [@B216], [@B217]. A clinical trial examining immunization against IsdB was halted due to safety concerns and low efficacy [@B218]. Likewise, passive immunization against ClfA also proved to be unsuccessful [@B219]. Importantly, many of these trials looked at bacterial burden and infection rates as a study endpoint, as the vaccines were developed to prevent general staphylococcal infections. However, anti-biofilm vaccines will likely have a different primary goal. Preventing the formation of biofilms on orthopedic implants may increase the efficacy of commonly used antibiotics. Thus, more studies on these combination therapies are warranted.

Conclusions: Multi-Level Combination Therapy Is Necessary to Combat Orthopedic Biofilm Infections
=================================================================================================

Orthopedic infections mediated by biofilm forming bacteria are often complex in nature and difficult to treat. The approaches highlighted above demonstrate that a variety of well-studied and newly emerging methods are available, and that they can be applied at a multitude of different stages in the infectious process. First and foremost, appropriate initial treatment can dramatically reduce the incidence of microbial contamination. These methods, including sterility, timely and patient appropriate debridement, early antibiotic therapy, and optimal wound dressings are currently utilized to stave off infectious complications, with much success. However, there is always room for improvement. In cases where patients have an increased risk of contamination, specific methods may be favored due to their antimicrobial properties. Furthermore, while the nature of the orthopedic injury largely dictates the hardware that will be implanted, a number of materials and coatings have shown great efficacy in preventing biofilm infections. Anti-bacterial hardware, whether plates or pins, may be used during initial fixation, or in the event that postoperative infection does occur, as an extra elimination method during revision surgery. Importantly, many of these coatings simply prevent bacterial attachment, but are not bacteriocidal in nature, necessitating the concurrent use of antibiotics. If revision surgery is necessary, all steps should be taken to try to preserve the presence of hardware. Anti-biofilm hardware lessens the chance that retained fixation devices become a focal point for bacteria. In these cases, thorough debridement upon revision is an important step, and may be aided by the use of enzymatic debridement agents that decrease the adhesive properties of the bacteria while physically removing them from the wound. Revision surgery also offers the opportunity to reduce necrotic tissue and dead spaces, thereby removing areas that are prone to infection. Dead spaces can then be filled with material that is both conducive to bone healing and acts a carrier for local antimicrobials. These substances can be released in the high concentrations necessary to combat biofilm infections. Antimicrobials administered during this stage may be solely last line or biofilm active antibiotics, or may consist of a cocktail of matrix and adhesion degrading molecules, dispersal agents, and antimicrobials that can clear the newly liberated bacteria. Lastly, therapeutic vaccinations targeting the immune response may also be a candidate for combination therapy in cases where other treatments have failed. As opsonophagocytic based therapies have shown little success in clinical trials, these will likely need to be focused on targeting biofilm bacterial phenotypes, thus requiring delivery with antibiotics or other antimicrobials.

The recent insights into the genetic, proteomic, and signaling based properties of biofilms have increased the pool of potential therapeutics exponentially. While a number of the therapies described are still in their infancy, they provide promise for filling the current gaps in treatment options. The ability of bacteria to switch between phenotypes, and to circumvent both immune responses and antimicrobial therapy means that effective therapies will need to consider a truly multifaceted approach to combat complicated infections. These combination therapies will likely incorporate both established protocols and emerging, cutting edge technologies and pharmaceutical advances, allowing for optimal and more effective care of chronically infected wounds.
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==========
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![Anti-biofilm strategies aimed at various stages of bacterial growth and attachment. Both pharmacological and mechanical strategies can be employed in attempts to: 1) remove or eradicate planktonic bacteria, 2) prevent primary attachment, 3) degrade matrix components and/or facilitate active dispersal of biofilm bacteria, or 4) remove or eradicate dispersed or sloughed bacteria or biofilm aggregates.](jbjiv03p0050g002){#F2}
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